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If I were a little older, I would have known Turing. As it
was, I missed him by a decade at the National Physical

ffcaborator^V/^
1*I finished my Ph.D. work at Carnegie Tech (now Carnegie-

Mellon University) and immediately shipped off to

England on a Fulbright scholarship at tho Mwtionnl

Jggm*^^ Turing had been there in the

latter half of thc|l94os, designing a computer, the ACE.

jJto 1959, NPL scientists .were Mill leisurely building

onto the ACE. Many/^ook long coffee breaks in the

morning and long tea breaks in the afternoon,

punctuated by the soldering in of a few transistors. Their

spirited conversations often returned to Turing. ¥^~^^r
Newraan7~Mifce-Wood^ery-aiid—even -Jim WtHdnson-^ Turing

was literally an unforgettable presence. From these

conversations of reminiscence, Turing became real for

me, though he *^mimh amum m S^J^A
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' I finished my Ph.D. work at Carnegie Tech (now Carnegie-
/ Mellon University) and immediately shipped off to

scholarship at the- ""National
Turing had been there in the

England on a Fulbright
NPL.

latter half of thal94os, designing a computer, the ACE.
In 1959, NPL scientists still leisurely building
onto the ACE. Many//took long coffee breaks in the

x-wv^
morning and long tea breaks in the afternoon,

in of a few transistors. Theirpunctuated by the soldering
spirited conversations often returned to Turing.

TuringN >
was literally an unforgettable presence. From these
conversations of nee, Turing became real for
me, though he



A/ Jim Wilkinson, in his 1970 Turing Award lecture, recalls
the ACE computer project and the work he did with
Jllring on it. il saw Jim at his tireless labours, V

/programming,, Adebugging and_£om^^ j
J^{W\ console, pieven learned to program the ACE. After
N several decades, these memories of NPL and of Turing's

ghostly presence are vivid.

The of Turing Awards

Except for the occasional paragra
carefully hid their joy. Not so for n
to all of you and to the ACM my tlthanks for the joy
you have given to me, to my family who is here today,

to my Stanford colleagues and graduate students who
have supported my work and my thoughts, and to the AI
research community. It is a great honor to be associated
with Turing and all the previous recipients of this award.

Some people deserve special mention:

Herbert Simon, my Ph.D. mentor and partner in my early

EPAM work.
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My colleagues on the exciting journey of expert system
innovation, Joshua Lederberg (who is the 1995 winner of

the ACM Allen Newell Award) and Bruce Buchanan (the

brilliant philosopher whose training I subverted to a

Three other AI colleagues have been important to my
work and life: Peter Friedland (a master builder of
applied AI systems), Raj Reddy (one of the great movers

and shakers of AI), and my wife Penny Nii, with whom I

wrote programs, papers, a book, and have shared a great

life.

Turing, the Visionary Genius

In establishing our professional society's career research
award, the fathers of the ACM chose Alan Turing as their
icon because they viewed Turing as the father of modern

computation. Only a few years after Turing's great
theoretical work on computability, as—World"War lT

darkened Europe and threatened—Britain, Turing was the
intellectual leader of a group that designed and
developed Luiiffputi.i'fl to crack the German U-boatA codes.

These machines of Turing's group led the
building of the Colossus, an important though secret^
precursor of modern computing machinery.
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In 1987,' Hugh Whitemore wrote a play based on Andrew
f *^^'__2lj_B _rf Jt *r

Hodges' biography of Turing. I i^mombcr vividly noting
this play in LondohTit^is the most emotional experience I
have ever had at the theater. I see and hear Turing

delivering ideas to which I have dedicated my entire
professional life and thought. I am transported back in
time to visit with my intellectual grandparent, hearingw

-_. _--___

-»■ —-^ C_» JL 7 C

him talk about what my work would be.

(Act 11, Scene 1, a monologue; Turing is addressing the
young boys at the Sherborne school, his old school, in
1953)

"People assume that computers are just glorified
calculating machines. Not so. It's true that computers are

often used to do calculating becqfeW they can calculate
very quickly-but computer programs ddHS^WWiHßfito
have anything to do with numbers...A computer is a

universal machine and I have proved how it can

perform any task that can be described in symbols. I

would go further. It is my view that a computer can

perform any task that the human brain can carry out.
Any task...."

Turing then speaks of learning programs and of chess
playing programs. He continues:
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"The question thus arises as to whether or not we would
credit such a machine with intelligence. I would say that
we must. What I would very much like to do is to

educate a computer, partly by direct training, partly by
letting it find out things for itself. We don't know how to
do this yet, but I believe that it will be achieved in the
very near future—and I feel sure that by the year two
thousand, it will be considered perfectly correct to speak

of an intelligent machine or to say that a computer is
thinking..."

To craft this monologue, Whitemore drew on writings and
lectures of Turing that Hodges references in his
biography.

Turing: the engineer and the applier

As a logician, Turing was a penetrating theorist, beyond

perhaps all who have worked since. But we know him

also, through his work on early computers and
computational cryptography^ as an engineer and an

«_«_____"__, _b_- ~"*

This duality, which is common in physical science but not
in computer science, enriched *^^mmopm^mmmi Turing's

work, as it did mine. The citation for this Turing Award
mentions the work of Reddy's and mine in applied AI, but
fi f l rMmo fow M:Ji,<. n Ijiu'Y &"*( ** Ay&y
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those applications are just one side of the coin. Tightly

bound is the other side, theoretical insights into the
nature of knowledge-based systems, reasoning engines

processes for automatic acquisition of new knowledge. In
my view, there is no tension between experimental
science that exploits applications and theoretical science——

/ y^o between empirical and g§p£ conceptual work.

Getting deeply involved in the world of a complex

application is a voyage of discovery. The real world helps

us to discover real and important issues, questions and

problems. Perhaps some of us could invent such
insights, but I find that discovery is usually easier than

invention.

Turing set the terms of reference for the AI field

With his applied bent, and his work on real computers,
Turing disliked metaphysical philosophizing about the

vision of the intelligent machine. He preferred an

operational definition of machine intelligence, and
constructed one for us in his famous 1950 paper

Computing Machinery and Intelligence, the so-called
Imitation Game that we now call the Turing Test. The
Turing Test defines intelligence in terms of the flawless
imitation of human cognitive behavior, i.e. thinking is
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what people do and for a machine to be intelligent it must

do what people do.,

ti*ft'

'■"' ~ ■'-': y*WXfcf

experiments took place in those early years of

4faS modern computing, but the first significant
breakthrough came in 1956 with the construction of a

Newell and Simon, one of the contributions for which
they later won the Turing Award. In their award
lecture, they generalize the empirical results of the first
part of the history of AI in a generalization that they

named the Physical Symbol System Hypothesis. To

paraphrase it colloquially, it says: "Yes, Turing's vision
was right. Programs for real digital computers can have

the necessary and sufficient means for intelligent

action."

But what are these means? To this question, Turing was

silent. Newell and Simon focused mainly on methods for
problem solving and reasoning. The domain of work of LT
was the propositional calculus, carefully chosen for -Irhrrs

to decouple the issues of real-

world semantics. The p's and q's of the propositional
calculus are pure symbols. f^xVyu^^i^ Jy^<€ \——- ...

"Newell and Simon's seminal paper on chess playing
programs is rich in ideas on problem solving but uses the

word "knowledge" only once, and then only incidentally.
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It took more than ten years of additional experiments,

primarily , tlrose for which my Stanford group is well

known, to establish empirically that the means for
intelligent action was primarily knowledge, and in most

practical situations domain-specific knowledge. We came

to understand in a deep and technical way the challenge

that Turing laid down in 1950.

What is Artificial Intelligence anyway?

Turing's operational test for intelligence views
intelligence as most would view it, as something rather

"general purpose"—the ability to hold discourse about

subjects that cover a broad range of human experience,
using human language .-(lateral*-4a*hg*_ag&), but without

xi\iT£%W%fusing complex problem solving skills to discover deep

A lines of reasoning. Turing's view was echoed in 1958 by

McCarthy in his paper "Programs with Common Sense,"
and more recently by Lenat and Guha in their papers on

the CYC program.

But people are more than broad generalists with weak
reasoning skills. Their most important intellectual

from the points of view of our culture,

technology, and economy-are the behaviors of
expertise, of specialists deeply trained and knowledgable
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about the specifics of their various domains of work. J^
great physician or ggg| great physicist is no more
"generally" smart than you or I. He and she are smarter

than we are about Medicine and Physics. To program a

machine that would pass a Turing-like test in Medicine or

Physics, the program would have to acquire, or tie
given, a great deal of domain-specific knowledge.

Science works within frameworks of assumptions that are
usually not articulated. These assumptions constitute
the "faith" of a science. Since Turing, the "faith" of AI
has been that human intelligence is best modeled as

ical symbol system, viz. i

computer. That is, intelligent programs coexist with
every other kind of software.

Actually, the programs of AI exist at one extreme of a

software spectrum that I call the What-to-How spectrum
of all software. The "What" end of the spectrum is the

._.-.-_-—_..-.- ___a______B__^W' , ''i__ii?^_^___B___i __-_l----_--m-..

place at which people couple to computer systems to

express what needs, desires, and goals they wish the

computer

At the other extremum of the spectrum, the "How" end,
is the computer hardware that can achieve those needs,

VT»-LJ-^/-L »-_-_.__-_»*

V*

kjrw._-w »»

w»_-

■».»
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desires, and goals in the extremely procedural step-by-
step fashion that is the common stereotype of the
computer field.

Computer Science is largely a software field. The history

of Computer Science has been a slow but steady

traversal of the spectrum from the How end to the What
end. Assemblers and compilers were early steps. What

were called at an early time "higher level languages"—
FORTRAN and COBOL being the most popular examples-

were big winners because they allowed users to express

somewhat more easily the algebraic formulas and data

processing procedures the users wanted the computer to

do for them. W*at_the tise*««^^ waT-easier to

(A 0
In the same year that FORTRAN was born, AI programs

were born at the What end of the spectrum. With these
programs, users express their desires as goals, if not in

full natural language then in the technical jargon of a

specialty domain. Programs then use problem solving

processes and domain-specific knowledge to work out the

details of how those goals will ultimately be accomplished

entirely procedually by the computer at the How end of
the spectrum. Just as compilers translate expressions
into executable code, so AI programs translate user goals

into executable solution sequences.
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Software technology has explored many other points on
the spectrum, filwkys^ slKvJyag awa¥ frobwthe How tofc^rd

One small but important step was to push

beyond algebraic formulas to the particular array
metaphor that is so much in use in daily human work—
the spreadsheet. Come closer to the human need and—
voila! --instant success.

Recently there has grown (urgently, it seems) human
needs and desires for intelligent aids for satisfying
information goals, for searching over the vast Internet
for specific information targets, or for searching through
the immense complexities of desk-top operating and
application systems for the proper actions to accomplish
a user desire. Thus: the "instant" success of intelligent

agent programs near the What end of the spectrum.

For reasons of brevity, I want to focus on one
generalization and one additional location on the
software spectrum. The former is about domain
specificity, the latter about expert systems.

Domain-Specific Knowledge is critical for mapping
What to How, the job of software
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The path from the wHow af^Tfomputer h§rdiva;pe to the

.What of human eee^U^lfiid de&k*e§r is a path of increasing

_*»»*» ■-.^-ap*»«A«w*w»*v

>;

The AI extremum of the spectrum is no exception. The
dialogues of Turing's imitation game were general and
conversational but were jiot about intellectually difficult
real problems. Starting in 1965, Lederberg, Buchanan
and I began to attack such problems, first in Chemistry,

later in Medicine, Engineering, and some defense and
industrial domains. As a result of these experiments, we

were led to formulate an hypothesis about the power of
Similar experiments were

done at CMU, Rutgers, and other places. Eventually a

small expert systems software industry took shape, in
which thousands of additional application experiments
took place.

,<.

.

The results of all of these experiments was strong
support for the view that in the domain-specific

Knowledge Principle
d most important:
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knowledge bases jryfy&ffl was treated almost as an

afterthought. Hence the 5G computers solved few real
problems.

$

it is now well
Natural Language

should defocus from syntax
■■' .■'.■'""' '. yfl

knojEled-gfe

A,

Minsky in his 1969 Turing Award lecture, Form and
cc, said (his italics):

" There is a real conflict between the logician's goal and
the educator's. The logician wants to minimize the
variety of ideas, and doesn't mind a long thin path. The

educator (rightly) wants to make the paths short and

doesn't mind--in fact, prefers—connections to many

other ideas...."
/

j
■?■

What Turing failed to tell us, for perhaps he thought we

would intuitively understand it, is that common sense is

mostly a knowledge-based game not a logic-based game.

"^

ii ■MHMMiMHHd.iinWawPi'MMr I

The KP applies to the What-to-How spectrum
X
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Computer Science textbooks give one the impression that
software is about algorithms and generalized procedures.
But that is an academic simplification and sterilization.
The software that satisfies the real needs of real-world
users is aii>SAi*mw of details and exceptions. As
Strassmann has noted, .software is the . technology pi
exceptions. A To <fpur iF m ifiy terms, both the pfower
software and the difficulty of constructing it, lies in

The How end of the spectrum is extremely general—like
a universal Turing machine, and almost as difficult to

program. FORTRAN. COBOL, etc. are somewhat more

important eleme** ■■■■ aftwai^e
in factSpreadsheets are onlyji^isis." Spreadsheets are only slightly better, ,but, in fact

most of the programming done nr -thcGefJanguages m

done with domain-specific templates * I*y ordinary folks
who would be baffled if we called them programmers. *

o^°ii
y|The hottest research topicj these days among software

specialists in CS is domain-specific software
architectures, another way of describing reuse at a

point very close to domain details. When you look into
the research projects, as one might have expected^j they

are all about architectures and not about domain
specificity. Shades of the Japan's 5G Project! Most

domain-specific 1 AJJ.-vaa al, hence
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computer scientists are uncomfortable with the specifics
of domains. That is "someone else's job," right? V

f
computer scientists distance themselves from domain-
specific details, they are distancing themselves from
relevance to the real software world. A key task for
computer scientists is to design tools that allow users to
express and capture domain-specific concepts and
details, that represent these appropriately, and that
specify architectures and processes using this knowledge.

Expert Systems: the KP in center stage

(a/
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Earlier, I proposed a view^ somewhat different y from
3 TP«z>d; .t is a viewTuring's

/\
based on
problems of intellectual difficulty^ the kinds of problems
f©^ which experts display their expertise. In the 19605,
our Stanford group began calling such programs Expert
Systems. Because they- achieved their performance
power from jdomain-^pecific knowledge of particular
application domains, they were n#- only landmark
programs in~-a_f but also instant- appKeattoms." Since the
19705, the class of expert systems has become the
largest and most well-known class of AI applications.
Indeed, most of these applications are no longer called
"expert systems,"
within the mainstream of computer software
Good ascending to

oriented names like
1<#-

■.

An expert system is essentially a symbolic computer
model of human expertise in a specific domain of work.
Thus an Expert System begins life with the dominant
genes of its domain-specific nature.

The knowledge base (KB) of the Expert System contains
the up-to-date knowledge and the
know-how of one or more experts in the domain. The

mtJiV +*- ~k^hnAytS ■■'_.

:!>
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knowledge in the KB is what differentiates these experts
from novices, even though all may employ the same
logical reasoning methods.

The centrality of the KB, the focal point of an ES's domain
specificity, tells us that the central technology of ES work
is knowledge representation technolo_?v. KiiowlpHopKnowledge
capturing (or knowledge acquisition) is actually equally
important but is not yet much of a technology.

So it is no ttMitootogical accident that AI and ES scientists
helped to pioneer important data representation
techniques in the software world. Objects and the
various (and complex) forms of
is perhaps the most widespread. Also important are the
rule-based representations, including the writing of rule
expressions in logic (this is the Business Logic I
mentioned earlier). Software companies, that at an early
stage of their life integrated these KR techniques with
reasoning processes, are now a major part of the
software market for object-oriented application
development tools. Their success signals that software
developers in general have begun to realize the
importance of domain-specific knowledge and are buying
the tools needed to support its representation and
management.
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Expert System Applications

The needs of literally millions #of users at home and in
commerce, industry and defense are being served by
expert systems today. Tens of thousands of expert
systems were built worldwide during the first fifteen
years of commercialization and many thousands are
presently operational.

■■(
4i

Ordinary people encounter expert systems embedded
within best-seller software packages. The package Tax
Cut, with cumulative sales of more than a million units,
contains a rule-based tax adviser of a thousand rules,
updated by a small staff of tax lawyers. Microsoft has
begun to embed expert systems that offer users tips and
that diagnose and "treat" user needs for help. Trilogy,
whose ads claim that tfjfey, are the fastest growing SW
company in the USA., sells salesperson's aids for
configuring equipment that is bought semi-custom,, ~a_-

tt^N^Jtt^C^- The---*_KB«^*axen

'!*':

/
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Because organizations reduce risks by moving slowly into
new technologies, following successful pioneers, the front
of technology penetration is serrated, with many fiiche
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penetrations. These are the most significant ES niche
areas to date:

9. The
users are in system monitoring rooms, on shop floors,
or at Help Desks helping customers. The monitoring and
diagnosing of communication networks and
manufacturing processes are important subsets.

Examples include foreign exchange, bank loan making,
insurance underwriting, auditing and tax.

"

? i

lumber of complex interlocking constraints. NASA's use
in Space Shuttle refurbishing operations is m^sxStLcU^d.
landmark.

!*>

that is ordered and
manufactured in a semi-custom manner. This is a critical
technology for what is becoming known as "mass
customization" in the modern economy.

\
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provide expert guidance to
ffcj&s£HhK citizens , government workers or company
employee^who have to solve problems in and around

Employment law, pension
systems, welfare rules, and tax codes are examples.
Since the entry point to these are often
expert system can serve as an t"in
watches and guides the form-filling Tax Cut, for

advice in theexample,
that you are filling out. ■-

Measured by the usual metrics of corporate
management, the leverage of deploying
expertise as ES applications has been remarkably large.

irns on investment of hundreds of percent per year
have been routinely reported. Similarly, payback
periods of months, not years, are common. Often,
millions of dollars per year are saved because of
enhanced quality of decisions made. Not only cost saving
but competitive edge over an opponent has been
achieved because of the more rapid speed of decision
making. For example, planning cycles that take minutes
instead of hours, or hours instead of days, have helped

the Defense Department in its various missions,
and corporate manufacturing operations.
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Why is a deployed computer model of expertise such a
powerful economic lever?

Perhaps the answer is to be found in a book called
Augustine's Laws by the -@f^ of the—former MartinMartin .
Marietta €fo. The "laws" are generalizations from stories
of engineering management of large aerospace projects.
One of Augustine's laws, that I like to call the of
expertise" law, plots a function of the measured

on a particular task vs the number of%

people in the organization who achieve that level of
performance. The curve is sharply skewed. Most of the
high level performance is performed by very few of the
people. The best performers on the curve often
outperform the worst performers by git least a

3

An order of magnitude of productivity is a big deal. If
using expert systems to deploy the expertise of "the
best" to the computer consoles of the mediocre can raise
the average performance level even a fraction of that
factor of ten, then the economic leverage of the

;■>

deployment will be huge.

/

Turing: Closing the Circle :'.*

;*'
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I close this lecture as I began, by thinking of Alan
Turing, reflecting on his contribution to AI and CS and
on the future of these fields.

The age of electronic computers had barely dawned when
Turing boldly and brilliantly envisioned their role as the
medium for computational models of thought; and Iheir
use as artifacts with intelligence. In the several places in
which Turing's famous paper on machine intelligence is
reprinted, no editor has ever labeled it as science fiction.

'; ly

"
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We learn from Turing that envisioning is an important
activity in science. It sets research directions, leads us to
important questions, 'and £§P motivates grandly. I offer to
you the advice given long agdx by an American
missionary to the young boys in Hokkaido, Japan: "Boys,
be bold!". ,;\ "\ . y\. ; .

: - i^*% ■■;

■

In Arthur Clarke's book on envisioning, Profiles of the
"■a"Mltaa_MH__M«HU«t-_«HHk

Future, there is yet another law of expertise.

Clarke's Law~"j^mpnpi , ..„-,

"When a distinguished but elderly scientist states that
something is possible, he is almost certainly right. When
he states that something is impossible, he is fery

■-*■'. ." ■""\*f

'

'
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probably wrong." (p. 14, Profiles of the Future, New York,
Bantam Books, 1965)

Si

According to Andrew Hodges, of Turing's
biographers, Turing's engineering work on the early
computers, a« early as the World War II days of
cryptanalysis at Bletchley Park, was motivated by CL
vision^ of intelligent machines.

In promoting his project to build the ACE computer, t& /
stated audaciously that the real reason for building such
a machine was to
intelligence. It was not a vision that would endear him to
the government bureaucrats in charge of the decision to
fund the ACE or not. Hodges quotes from a letter Turing
wrote to Ross Ashby, the neuroscientist and physician
turned cyberneticist: "In working on the ACE, I am more
interested in the possibility of producing models of the
action of the brain than in the practical applications to
computing."

The vision of computational models of intelligence, ~~te—

is one of the great goals that science
has envisioned.

%

t7

It is a for Computer Science.
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It is different entirely in quality from a vision of more
efficient algorithms, or more efficient data storage, or
more feature-laden word-processing, graphics, or
games.

Modeling A tfrimtgfet is on the same grand scale as modeling
the evolution of the universe from the Big Bang, or

aF
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Breaking the Code, final scene, *MNb^ Turing's last speech
before taking his own life:

"What is needed is the ability to take ideas seriously and
to follow them through to their logical if upsetting
conclusion...Can a mind exist without the body? Can

take place in something other than a

* living brain? How are we to answer that question
satisfactorily? Is it possible to do so? Or is it simply an
eternal Entscheidungsproblem ? Forever
undecidable...Being a .practical man as well as a theorist, I
tend to look for practical solutions..."

Thank you Turing, and thank you all for being here to

/'.".'■-

-y ■"... ■■' '"' ■■■■■'&'■■ r ■■ ''-'''"

''

'""'' ■■■' " ■<""

honor him.


